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Abstract 
In flute education there is a wide compass of learning goals. A variety of methods are used to achieve these goals. The 
consistency of these methods with the learner’s age, level, character and cultural background qualities is of utmost importance. 
Therefore, the flute teacher needs to be qualified in guiding the learners of different qualities through the methods. As an 
example, a flute teacher is the music notation instructor of a kid-learner however; for a learner of higher level and age, he/she has 
the conductor role with a great command of music styles. The aim of this paper is to make suggestions of some consistent 
methods to achieve learning goals of different levels in flute education and spotlight some significant qualities that a flute teacher 
must work on. The paper is based upon a recorded past experience with two diverse cases: first three flute lessons with a kid-
beginner and an adult intermediate-advanced. A matrix of learning goals including both cases is given in the paper. The 
successful methods applied for achieving the learning goals in the two cases are explained, matched and compared in order to 
highlight a conclusive overview to the qualities of the flute teacher. 
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1.    Introduction 
 
In flute education there is a wide compass of learning goals. A variety of methods are used to achieve these goals. 
The consistency of these methods with the learner’s age, level, character and cultural background qualities is of 
utmost importance. Therefore, the flute teacher needs to be qualified in guiding the learners of different qualities 
through the methods. As an example, a flute teacher is the music notation instructor of a kid-learner however; for a 
learner of higher level and age, he/she has the conductor role with a great command of music styles.  
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The aim of this paper is to make suggestions of some consistent methods to achieve learning goals of different 
levels in flute education and spotlight some significant qualities that a flute teacher must work on. The paper is 
based upon a recorded past experience with two diverse cases: first three flute lessons with a kid-beginner and an 
adult intermediate-advanced. A matrix of learning goals including both cases is given in the paper. The successful 
methods applied for achieving the learning goals in the two cases are explained, matched and compared in order to 
highlight a conclusive overview to the qualities of the flute teacher. 
In the first two parts of the paper that are titled “the first three lessons with a beginner flute student” and “the first 
three lessons with an intermediate-advanced flute student”, the contents and learning goals are described in steps 
and summaries of the lessons are given. In the third section, these two experiences are compared and evaluated in 
order to reach a compass that a flute teacher needs to achieve.   
 
2. Methodology 
2.1. The first three lessons with a beginner flute student 
 
About the student: Sara Kim from Korea, a student at International Basis School “De Blijberg”, nine years old. 
Played the recorder for two years; had piano lessons, reads musical notation. Talented, very nice flute sound 
naturally. Understands and applies easily. Practices regularly at home, usually prepared for the lesson. Yamaha 211 
SII Flute, a model recommended for beginners. Hobbies are drawing pictures and playing tennis. 
My learning goals with Kim: Basics; standing position, inhalation-suspension-exhalation, embouchure technique, 
place of fingers...How to play with a relaxed face and natural lip position. I think she has special talent because she 
already has a nice sound. She can keep her lips relaxed and find nice sound easily especially at the first octave. She 
has to take one tempo and continue at the same tempo (generally she is rushing or slowing down to half-tempo. She 
looses the real pulse). At least two octave notes she has to play on the flute so to use this range of notes she could 
play different etudes and pieces. She has to play one octave scales with different variations (for example G Major or 
F major scale with staccato and with legato technique), She has to play duos in tune with her friend Pearl. 
Duration: For the beginner flute student it is not necessary to take lessons of 60 minutes, because beginner is not 
used to blowing for a long time, so generally at the first lessons he/she can get dizzy and tired easily. For a beginner 
45 minutes lesson duration is suitable while advanced level course can be done for 60 minutes or even more. With 
Kim, we had lessons of forty-five minutes per week in her school “De Blijberg, Rotterdam”.  
Materials: Music stand, metronome, “Flute Time/ Part I” by Vincent Oostenbrink, “Abracadabra Flute” by 
Malcolm Pollock, some copies from “Take Up The Flute” by Graham Lyons. 
 
2.1.1. The steps in our first three or four lessons: 
Introduction: At the first lesson the instructor introduces herself/himself and then makes a general description of 
the instrument. After that he/she can play some well-known pieces or songs so student can hear how the flute sound 
is. The teacher must recognize and discover the student’s abilities, disabilities, interests and handicaps. The correct 
recipe is not standard, changes according to the characteristics and capabilities of the student. She is very young so 
she has small lungs. That’s why she is getting tired very soon. So her standing position changes all the time, that’s 
why she could not stay at the standing position for a long time and also she was loosing concentration quickly. 
When I recognized these points I found some solutions. I tried to get the lesson more enjoying, not boring. I created 
some games for her. For example I used “playing and walking” method. When she was playing (blowing in to the 
mouth-piece) with the good sound, at the some time she was walking around. Also sometimes after blowing I let her 
to sit and take a rest a little bit. 
Position: Standing still, in equilibrium with a distance between the feet. Standing still position includes many 
important things inside for instance how to keep the head straight, how to stand equal on the legs and how to hold 
the arms, how to use and feel the body. It is very important to teach correct standing still position because if she/he 
stands good it means she/he can use the diaphragm correctly. According to Putnik (1970, p.7) “The prime 
consideration in holding the flute is to support it in the most natural and comfortable position compatible with 
finger freedom, steady support and freedom to breathe properly”.  
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Sound production: After correct posture the blowing position comes secondly. Learner has to find the correct 
focus point to produce the sound on the mouthpiece (headjoint) of the flute. Lesson begins only the first part 
(mouthpiece) of the flute. Because the beginner has to learn the correct blowing position (embouchure). This is the 
most important part of producing sound and feeling the face muscles. If the instructor gives the complete flute (with 
the whole three parts) at once then it becomes very difficult for a beginner because learner concentrates on too many 
things suddenly, such as positioning the hand, arms, fingers, etc…During the lesson the instructor plays on his/her 
own mouthpiece and asks to the student to imitate what he/she does. For the students it can be difficult to find the 
focus-point at once. When he/she finds the focus point easily it means she/he is ready for the next step. Most of the 
time that is not the case (it takes time to find it).  
She is a beginner so I repeat and remember basic and very important things during the first weeks (maybe 3 
weeks) time. The next step is to make him/her memorize this blowing position by making him/her repeat the process 
many times so that he/she learns how should feel and use the face muscles, lip position, blowing direction without 
thinking just automatically. When the beginner reaches this level the other parts of the flute should be added and I 
go further. 
To teach blowing position in a correct way takes normally three or four lessons. Of course the beginner has to 
practice and repeat regularly this exercises at home.“I started with standing still position and after I gave her just 
the mouth-piece and demonstrated how to blow. She practiced this for almost three weeks. She has a little tear drop 
because of this she is blowing a little bit to the right side on lower lip. After she found her “focus point” on the flute 
hole than I added the rest of the flute.When she learnt how to find the focus point, I showed her basic tongue 
technique. She learnt to make TU, TU with her tongue with counting. According to Putnik (1970, p.11) “The 
beginning student need only be concerned with the use of the jaw in controlling the several registers of the flute. He 
should begin this study with the slow practice of octaves”.I played and explained what is good sound and what is 
bad sound is, so all the time she was trying to produce good sound. 
Breathing: According to Ph. Bernold “A good air inhalation is essential for mastering the instrument technique, 
and more particularly the difficulties dealing with the embouchure” (p.7) Every lesson I explain inhalation, 
suspension and exhalation, how to feel and use the diaphragm. “Practically pushing the air into the bottom of the 
lungs one gives oneself the means of regularizing its supply because the air is placed n the muscular membrane 
known as diaphragm, which may than function efficiently” (Bernold, p.7). Toff (1985, p.81) shares same idea that 
“Breathing is the foundation of good flute playing because it is the first step in the generation of tone”.  In daily life 
everybody uses the diaphragm unconsciously, for example while sleeping everybody uses diaphragm breathing, but 
many people don’t know what kind of breathing this is. For flute playing one of the most important steps is to feel 
and use the diaphragm correctly in order to get good sound, intonation, dinamics, etc…. Many things depend on 
correct usage of the diaphragm. 
So, from the first lesson I give some breathing exercises. For example I say, “Lay down on the bed and put your 
hands on to your diaphragm. Breath-in and keep it for 5 seconds, and now gives it back. While you are doing this 
feel your diaphragm, how it moves in and out. Do this ten times a day”. After sometime I make this exercise more 
difficult: I say ”instead of your hands put two books on your diaphragm and do the same exercise, try to feel it.” The 
learner has to pay attention to inhale sufficiently (preconsider rather too much air than too little) in a relaxed 
manner, quickly, quietly and gradually.  Also I make one improvisation game with the balloon to make him realize 
how the diaphragm works. To teach and feel the diaphragm I said; “let’s imagine now that a very pretty dog is 
barking and try to imitate her barking.” After we started barking, HA-HA-HA...I put her hand on my diaphragm and 
let her feel this movement. Later she put her hands on her diaphragm and tried to find the same movement. After 
sometime we took mouthpiece and made the same movement with it. I said; “ Try to use your tongue with the 
diaphragm and try to find the same feeling.” So she learnt how to make correct and naturel staccato technique 
through the diaphragm. Of course this was the first step to teach the diaphragm with tongue but for the next lessons 
when I reminded this she would play with the correct technique. This exercise is very important because many flute 
players do not use their diaphragm while playing staccato. It is important to learn at the first lessons. Second 
improvisation game is with the balloon. Each of us having a balloon in our hands, I said “let’s blow into the balloon 
together and try to give all our breath slowly and then take good breath at once”. With this exercise she learnt how 
to take good breath and give it all out slowly. This exercise helps the beginners (especially young flute players) to 
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get the lungs bigger and not to get dizzy easily.With the balloon also I say; “when we are blowing to the balloon 
look at the bottom-side of the balloon, that part is getting bigger. Now think your body is like a balloon and when 
you are taking breath try to get your diaphragm out, like a balloon. This is also really important step for flute 
playing because lets the student realize the correct usage of the diaphragm”. According to Toff “Breathing is a 
musical tool, because breath functions as the line of demarcation between phrases” (1985, p.81). 
 
These steps are the basic aspects of flute playing. I continue teaching them until the time I am convinced that the 
student is really able to apply. 
 
2.1.2. Three Lessons Timetable for “Beginning Student” 
    Table 1. Lesson 1 
Time Action Explanation 
10’ Introducing myself and the flute. I played 
some pieces so I let her hear how the flute 
sound is. 
I showed her the three parts of the flute separately. Then I put them together 
and let her observe the process. Then I separated the flute and gave her the 
first part (mouthpiece) of the flute. 
10’ I showed her the “standing still position” 
and some breathing exercises. 
We made the breathing exercises together. These exercises also included an 
improvisation game with the balloon. 
15’ I explained how to use the mouthpiece. I gave her a bottle and asked to blow towards its edge and try to produce 
sound. After that I gave her the mouthpiece, asked to do the same thing, and 
helped this process by turning the mouthpiece. 
10’ I tried to get her used to finding the 
correct blowing position at once. 
Once she found the focus point I asked her to put down and take the 
mouthpiece several times. 
Table 2. Lesson 2 
Time Action Explanation 
10’ I checked her standing position without 
the mouthpiece and than with the 
mouthpiece. 
When she takes the mouthpiece her head goes to the right so I said, “look to 
the wall straight ahead and think about this while you are playing”. 
10’ Breathing exercises I told her to breath in and out several times and check her diaphragm with 
her hands. I also reminded her the balloon exercise. 
25’ She had forgotten the correct blowing 
position and the focus point so I explained 
everything from the beginning once more. 
I let her try to remember the feeling and I asked her to tell what I had told at 
the last lesson. I reminded her the “bottle exercise” and helped her to find 
the position by first putting her first finger onto her lower lip instead of the 
mouthpiece. 
 
      Table 3. Lesson 3 
Time Action Explanation 
15’ I checked her standing position with the 
instrument in her hand. After that we did some 
breathing exercises together. 
I paid special attention to her head position; I let her observe my 
head position. For the breathing I showed her the “dog breathing” 
exercise so she could learn to use her diaphragm automatically. 
15’ I checked her blowing position and standing 
position in combination. After that we did some 
exercises on the mouthpiece together. 
I showed tonguing example on my mouthpiece and after that she 
imitated me “TU, TU, TU.” with the tongue. 
15’ She started to find the focus point easily. I 
repeated the same exercise as before to make it 
sure so that I could go further at the next lesson. 
I told her to practice on putting the mouthpiece down, taking it 
back and immediately finding the blowing position again. 
 
2.2. The first three lessons with an intermediate-advanced flute student 
 
About the student: Her name is Judith Stolk. She is twenty years old and she has been attending to the University, 
Communication and Organizations Department. She has been playing the flute for almost four years so she is not a 
beginner. She is playing it just as a hobby. Before this lesson, she took private lessons from two different teachers 
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but she had to learn many basic things like breathe techniques, had to play in tune and had to develop tone quality 
and vibration. She likes to play classical pieces, also she can play harp a little bit. She is playing in a village 
orchestra and she wants to improve herself. She wants to play well in the orchestra. She likes to play flute to an 
audience. 
 Learning goals with Judith: For the first lessons I teach her basic and very important things. For instance how to 
stand with the flute and take breathe in a right technique, how to blow (embouchure technique) and to play long 
notes without vibration.For tone development Moyse’s (1934)“De La Sonarite” method can be useful. At the 
beginning of lessons she plays tone development exercises nearly five minutes from this book and almost every 
lesson she can prepare one scale, in two octaves staccato and legato technique up and down. If she has some 
difficulties with the staccato technique instructor gives variety tongue exercises. She has to prepare an etude for 
every lesson (not all etude at once; be divided in two parts) and she can play half at the first lesson, next lesson she 
can play the other half and whole etude at ones. (For 10 or 15 minutes). To improve the musicality an easy piece can 
be selected for every lesson. The book called “Forty little pieces” can be useful and some pieces from the selected 
flute pieces album (about 15 minutes). After dynamics, accents, musical terms in the pieces and some explanations 
about how to make music and how to start and finish the piece and work on where the theme is coming. Usually at 
the end of the lessons we play duets. She plays the first flute part and I play the second. This kind of exercises is 
very useful to develop the intonation knowledge. When she’s playing I always tried to make her relax and 
comfortable. The last few lessons I taught her how to make vibration but it’s really difficult for her. I gave some 
exercises about vibration but she still couldn’t control her diaphragm. I gave, demonstrated and explained some 
exercises to control the diaphragm. Slightly tense the diaphragm (support) is very important when passing from one 
note to another. Learner has to feel this movement on her/his body. While making vibrato she has to make a good 
sound and she has to keep the throat well opened, regardless of the register. She had to give more air in the high 
register and uncover the embouchure.  Duration: With Judith we had lessons of sixty minutes per week in her 
school, Rotterdam.  
Materials: Music stand, metronome, Moise “De La Sonarite” exercises 1, 2, 3, 4. This book is about tone 
development and intonation. But especially tone development without vibration. Ch. Koechlin “14 pieces pour 
flute” no. 6 & 4. For making music; importance of the dynamics, beginning and end of a phrase, and musical 
character of a pieceKohler Op. 66 “Romantic Studies” no. 5, 20, 21, 24, 25. For taking good breath, sight reading 
and fingering technique. Hendel, The Fifth Sonata F Major, 1st movement. Little easy pieces, like Swan-Lake, 
Carmen, Faure “Berceuse”, Hendel “Aria.” To improve her musicality.“Forty Little Pieces” from Louis Moise, for 
develop her musicality, to play relaxed, to use correct rhythm, and she can make a small concert program to her 
friends and family. 
 
2.2.1.The steps in our first three or four lessons: 
 
Introduction: I give a general idea about the history of flute. I teach her the basic things like; standing positions, 
taking breathe in right position, tone color, nice vibration, to play relaxed and comfortable not stressful. I also give 
her the knowledge about the musical character of a piece or etude. I teach also the importance of how to make music 
nicely without playing boring, rather playing comfortably. Therefore I choose the suitable musical piece and the 
exercise to that aim. During the lesson I concentrate overall training and work on particular problems. In addition I 
improve her intonation especially for the orchestra and ensemble.   
Position: According to Graf (1991) the flute is just one part of our body. When we play the flute our body get 
busy with many things such as respiratory organs, lips, face muscles, tongue, throat, fingers and hand position. 
Therefore before we play we must get ready our body. Especially our weight is equally distributed on both legs and 
spine must be straight. “A common fault is the hollow back posture which prevents proper breathing. Straighten the 
spine by leaning your back flat against the wall, with your feet placed slightly forward” (1991, p.5). In addition the 
student has to keep the head up in order to avoid throat tension. According to Toff “for wind instrument players 
breathing is three step process: inhalation, suspension and exhalation” (1985, p.81). Third step is much more 
important than the others because quality of tone, intonation and musical phrasing establish on the exhalation. 
Learner has to prepare the lungs and the abdominal muscles before the airstream ever reaches the mouthpiece. 
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According to M. Shepart “posture is the efficient use of the body. Its one purpose is to make the production of 
music as effortless as possible, in order to allow full play to your creativity” (1980, p.38).  And according to Toff “ 
good posture assures that the body is in the position most conductive to breathing and thus to the production of the 
best possible tone” (1985, p.81). A flutist built three major principles depends on the correct posture: Minimum 
restriction of breathing, maximum finger movement and minimum muscular effort. These three principles can safe 
time and effort. So flutist can achieve many things at ones. Whenever we play we get correct position after a while it 
works into our body automatically and becomes a habit. While we stand in front a mirror we can check the position 
and we remember in mind easily. While inhale position the most important thing is should not move the chest. So 
the instructor should control breathing process carefully while learner playing the flute.  Discipline and a breath 
control are essential (Toff, 1985, p.82). 
While teaching we always start to explain in a positive mood. Because without enjoying it’s just waste of time. 
We should keep a learner enthusiasm from the beginning until the end. While she/he plays the flute the instructor 
should control specific things such as standing still position, arm, hand and fingers position, breathing, tone color 
and articulation. Actually all technical things connected to each other. A correct body posture affects the good 
breathing, to take good breath affect to use the diaphragm and vibrato technique. We never forget that all dynamic 
and color changes depends on the use of diaphragm not a flexible embouchure (Toff, 1985,p.83). Fingers and tongue 
articulation affect each other because of the synchronization. A learner has to take good position for the fingers to 
get fast and relaxed and use her tongue equal and economically with the fingers.  
While the instructor teaching should concentrate on correcting problems and all these technical things. Beginner, 
intermediate advanced or advanced students, don’t matter. The instructor has to care every detail and every point. 
These are the important teaching methods to become a good musician or even a hobby player.    
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